Dear Future Buckeye,

We now know that we will be in our homes and away from our schools or campuses until at least the month of May. So, what can you do in the meantime?! Connect with us! If there’s one thing you should know about our admissions team it is that we love to talk and we love to help students! April is the most important month of the year with many important deadlines approaching such as on-campus housing, scholarships, learning communities and our honors program. Pick up the phone or drop us an email and let us help you take advantage of these opportunities this fall at Ohio State Newark. Here’s what you need to know:

- **On-Campus Housing** Because we only have space for 310 students to reside on campus, we conduct a housing lottery at the end of April each year. Interested students must submit the housing application (sent to your BuckeyeMail) and pay the $350 application fee by April 15 to be included in the lottery. There are plenty of off-campus apartment options for students who are not offered a space on campus. We even offer help with finding a roommate!

- **Scholarships** With the COVID-19 outbreak affecting so many of us, we encourage all students to complete scholarship applications. We have about $1 million available to students! The applications are brief and sometimes do not even require an essay. Apply Today! Deadline is April 15!

- **Learning Communities** provide students the chance to get to know others who have shared experiences or similar interests. The deadline for each of our five communities has been extended so check them out at the link above. Our **Honors Program** is for students who have a 3.4 GPA or higher and seek enriched courses. Benefits include priority course scheduling and honors distinction at graduation.

Please check out the [admitted student web page](#) where you will find other helpful resources. As always, please contact our Admissions Office at any time (740.366.9333) or [Newark-askabuckeye@osu.edu](mailto:Newark-askabuckeye@osu.edu) to speak to your admissions counselor when you have specific questions or needs.

Please be well and take care of yourself!

Sincerely,

Diane Kanney
Director of Enrollment